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Instructions: This question paper consists of two pages. Answers to parts of a question
must be written in one place. Otherwise, they will not be checked. Answer all the
questions. Questions are self-explanatory and need no clarification.

1 (a) With suitable examples, explain the terms maxterm and minterm of a 3-variable
switching function. Let F (a,b,c) = ilM(0,3, 7).D(4,5) be a 3-variable function (a being
the most significant variable), in which M( ... ) and D( ... ) denote the set of maxterms and
don't care terms respectively. Write the function F(a,b,c) in algebraic form first. Next,
obtain a simplified product-of-sums (POS) form by using only algebraic means (i.e.
without using Kamaugh map or truth table). Mention the Boolean axiom/theorem applied
at each step. [2+3]

(b) Develop the truth table of a priority encoder with three active high inputs (X, Y
and Z) such that the input X with the highest priority produces an output code 11 when
active. Codes for the inputs Y and Z (which has the lowest priority) are 10 and 01
respectively. An output code of 00 results when all inputs are "silent" (i.e. no input is
active). For this priority encoder, a third active low output SILENT indicates that no
input is active. Write the complete truth table of the encoder. Show how the priority
encoder can be implemented using a 3-to-8 decoder (which produces active low outputs)
and minimum number of other gates. Write the necessary output logic equations and
draw the circuit diagram. [2+5]

(c) You are given a 3-input, l-output circuit block such that with a, b, and c as inputs,
the output obtained from the block is H(a,b,c)= Zibc+ab+bc. Realize the unary NOT
operation, binary AND, and binary OR operations using this block.
Hint: the block can be used more than once to realize an operation, and some of the
inputs can be set to constants '0' or' 1'. [5]

(d) Prove algebraically that NAND operation is (or is not) associative. [3]

2 (a) Realize a 5-variable function F(p, q, T, S, t) (p being the most significant variable)
by using only the smallest number of 8-to-1 multiplexers. You must write the complete
Boolean expression from which the logic (block) diagram can be derived. Draw the
complete interconnection of the modules, clearly showing all the data inputs, the control
(selection) inputs and the outputs of all the multiplexers. [8]
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(b) (i) How is overflow condition produced while adding two 8-bit binary numbers A
== a7 '" ao and B == b7 ... bo represented in 2's complement form? Explain with the help
of a table how overflow can be detected mechanically when employing a ripple carry
adder chain for adding two such 8-bit numbers. Suggest a simple circuit that can serve as
an overflow detector in the above situation.
For the following cases, show how the existence or non-existence of overflow can be
detected: case 1:: A: 0101 0110 and B: 0010 1010; case 2:: A: 0110 1011 and B: 0001
0100; case 3:: A: 1000 1101 and B: 1111 1000 and case 4:: A: 1010 0010 and B: 1101
1101. [2+3+1+2J

(ii) Show how a I-bit full adder can be realized using the smallest number of only 2-
input NOR gates. Write all necessary logic equations. Draw the complete gate diagram.
Indicate all logic expressions realized at intermediate stages of the circuit so as to bring
out that correct final outputs result. [4]

3. (a) Write the truth table and draw the Karnaugh map of a 4-variable majority function
M(a, b, c, d) (a being the most significant variable) which is equal to 1 when the majority
of its arguments assume the value 1. From the Karnaugh map, obtain the minimized
P-O-S (product-of-sums) expression for M(a, b, c, d). Implement this minimized P-O-S
expression using only the smallest number of 2-input NAND gates. Assume that all
variables as well as their complements (i.e. a, a, ..., d, J) are provided as inputs. Draw
the gate diagram. How many 2-input NAND gates are required? [10]

(b) State the advantages of designing multiple-output combinational logic circuits by
PLA (programmable logic array) rather than discrete logic gates.
Implement the following two-output combinational logic circuit using a PLA module
which has four dedicated input pins, two dedicated output pins and two bidirectional
(input/output) pins.
F(a,b,c,d,p)= ab+d(a+b )(a+c)+ pb and

G(a,b,c,d,p) = a b + a bd +ac d +-pa
Programmable output polarity feature is provided in this PLA structure, which
however imposes a constraint that in the AND array, fan-in above 2 is not allowed (i.e. at
most two fuses are allowed to remain intact) to realize any AND term. Write all the
relevant logic equations necessary to derive the PLA structure. Draw the complete layout
for the PLA, clearly showing the locations of all the fuses and how different product
terms and outputs are realized. (10]

*** End ofthe Question Paper***
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